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Abstract
Whiteway Colony, near Stroud, was founded in 1898 as an experimental community,
inspired by the anarchist ideas of Tolstoy about freedom, co-operation and self-reliance. In a
symbolic act, the ‘deeds were laid on a bonfire and sizzled in the flames’ (Shaw, 1935, p.5).
The colony now consists of 68 dwellings and there are still no deeds. The title quotation, 'I
grew up with anarchist ideas', is taken from a life-history interview with the colonist Joy
Evans, born in Whiteway in 1924.

This inter-disciplinary dissertation uses personal testimony to uncover the lived experiences
of ordinary children growing up with 'anarchist ideas'. It aims to use their experiences and
interpretations to shed light not only on those anarchist ideas but also on wider debates
about children, education and social change. In particular, it engages with the philosophical
work of Alisdair MacIntyre and anarchist Paul Goodman, in order to explore whether
Whiteway could be understood as an example of the kind of educative community which
they advocate. In so doing, it aims to challenge assumptions about the role of schooling and
the State in educational research. It also aims to offer alternative ideas to the contemporary
debate about education, based on the possibility of adults and children learning and
flourishing alongside each other.
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'I grew up with anarchist ideas': children's experiences in Whiteway colony in the
1930s and the idea of educative community
Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
Introduction
Whiteway Colony1 was founded in 1898 by nine men, four women and two children on 41
acres of barren land with one stone house in the Cotswolds, near Stroud. Its founders
sought to create a small community based on Tolstoyan anarchist ideas such as rejection of
the state and private property in favour of use of the land, freedom and co-operation. The
colony now consists of 68 dwellings and is the 'longest surviving secular community in the
country' (Coates, 2001, p.251). The title quotation is taken from a life-history interview which
I conducted with Joy Evans who was born in Whiteway in 1924, grew up, raised her children
and still lives there today. This dissertation seeks to use this kind of testimony to explore the
lived experiences of children growing up with 'anarchist ideas' and what light these
experiences cast not only on these anarchist ideas but also on wider debates about children,
education and social change.

This dissertation forms part of a Masters in Research Methods which precedes a PhD
focusing on the lives of children growing up in anarchist communities in rural parts of Spain
during the 1930s. This dissertation topic was chosen as a way to deepen my theoretical and
practical knowledge of anarchist ideas and practices and to develop the proposed interdisciplinary methodology for the PhD, while recognising the very different character and
context of these communities. It hopes to contribute to, the philosopher of education, Judith
1

Whiteway Colony is referred to throughout the dissertation as 'Whiteway' or 'the colony' reflecting the common

usage of both short forms.
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Suissa's call for 'philosophers, sociologists and historians of education...to challenge
contemporary ideological positions by articulating and documenting alternative educational
ideas and experiments' (2014, p.11).

Chapter 1 introduces the literature which provides the context and theoretical framework for
the dissertation. Chapter 2 explores the possibilities and problems of using testimony about
the past to contribute to philosophical debates in the present. Chapter 3 explores whether
and how the children's experiences in the Colony were shaped by anarchist ideas and
situates these experiences within the wider context of childhood in the 1930s. Chapter 4
analyses how the children's experiences cast light on philosophical accounts of educative
community. The conclusion draws out the implications of this work for debates about
contemporary education and methodological insights which will inform the forthcoming PhD.

Literature Review
This review describes how this dissertation builds on existing accounts of Whiteway by
colonists and social historians. It also sets out the historical, sociological and philosophical
literature which is drawn on to situate the children's experiences and explore their wider
significance.
Accounts of Whiteway Colony
Both published monographs about Whiteway Colony were written by colonists (Shaw, 1935;
Thacker, 1993). These two accounts are mainly used in this dissertation as valuable
testimony and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. These colonist accounts form the
basis of accounts by social historians (Armytage, 1961; Coates, 2001; Darley, 1978; Hardy,
1979 and 2000) who have positioned Whiteway as part of a wider movement of utopian,
socialist, anarchist and, specifically Tolstoyan communities at the end of the nineteenth
7

century. Coates describes Whiteway as a 'breakaway' from another Tolstoyan community at
Purleigh (2001, p.251) which had been founded by members of the Croydon Brotherhood
Church. Armytage cites journalists, who in the summer of 1898, labelled Whiteway and
others like it a 'new movement (1961, p.355). This 'movement' did not last long. However,
Whiteway has survived until this day and therefore secured, what Hardy calls its 'special
place' (1979, p.199) in the history of these kinds of intentional communities. Historians
seem to agree that this longevity was achieved by 'abandoning its original principles' (Hardy,
1979, p.216) early in the twentieth century - such as communal living and collective working
of the land - but that it has maintained some of its anarchist spirit through its lack of private
ownership of the land, non-compulsory monthly meetings and tradition of working groups
which have been responsible for the building and maintenance of the colony hall (1924),
swimming pool (1969) and colony roads.
In these published accounts of Whiteway, the children's experiences are mainly mentioned
in relation to the colony school (1920-36) and the annual May Day event at which a 10-yearold colonist is crowned as May Queen. This dissertation explores the children's experiences
and relationships, not only in these child-centred contexts, but in the colony as a whole. It
uses this view of the child as a way to offer new perspectives on Whiteway as a 'working
utopia' (Coates, 2001, 305) and an educational experiment. It also explores how the
experiences of the children can cast light on Michael Taylor's philosophical account of
freedom and community in anarchist communities (1982) and Colin Ward's accounts of
Anarchism in Action and The Path not Taken (1973 and 1987).
History and sociology of childhood and schooling
This dissertation draws on historical accounts of childhood in the twentieth century
(Cunningham, 2006; Hendrick, 1997 and 2007; Humphries, 1981) to situate Whiteway
children's experiences in their contemporary context in order to explore whether and in what
ways these experiences were different from other childhoods. The children's experiences at
8

the colony school are examined in relation to insights from Philip Gardner's oral history work
with teachers in the inter-war period (1996) and his account of the tradition of private
working-class schools in the late nineteenth century (1984). The children's experiences of
both home and school are used to cast light on contemporary sociological accounts of how
children negotiate between their ‘home and school lives’ (Edwards, 2002, p.1). This
dissertation also draws on and contributes to historical and sociological critiques of how
modernization 'systematically excludes the lives of children and adults from one another'
leading to what has been widely termed an increased 'islanding' of children (Gutman and de
Coninck-Smith, 2008, p.5) in designated spaces under the supervision of professional
adults.
By exploring the experiences of children in an alternative community, this dissertation seeks
to contribute towards Karen Fog Olwig and Eva Gullov's call for 'anthropolog[ies] of children
and place' which 'challenge prevailing notions of childhood that are often bound to Western
commonsense perceptions of children' (2004, p.9). It also seeks to make a contribution to,
the cultural historian, John R. Gillis's call for a 'rich repertoire of childhoods' which society
can draw on in attempting to create places configured to the 'needs of adults and children'
(2008, p.328) and as Berry Mayall, sociologist of education, suggests, as a 'prerequisite' for
making 'significant headway on re-thinking the education system' (2003, p.20).
Radical Education
Whiteway Colony receives passing mention in the literature about radical education. Paul
Avrich, the historian of anarchist education in the USA, positions Whiteway as 'the British
counterpart of Stelton' which was an anarchist school in New Jersey with an associated
colony, at its most successful between 1915 and the mid-1920s (2006, p.262). This
dissertation explores whether this comparison is valid in terms of the children's experiences.
It also draws comparison with children's experiences in the anarchist Peckham Health
Centre in South London, 1935-1950 (Charkin, 2012).
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John Shotton, in his survey of radical education in Britain 1890-1990, mentions the colony as
an example of a wider 'Edwardian Green movement' concerned with the ideals of outdoor
life which also gave rise to the Woodcraft Folk group, the Order of Woodcraft Chivalry and
the Forest School (1993, p.75). This dissertation explores these connections in terms of the
lived experiences of the children, drawing on Polly Shield's account of the Forest School
(2010), John Field's recent article on the socialist camping movement (2012) and W. Bruce
Leslie's account (1984) of the Woodcraft Folk, 1924-42. It also situates the Whiteway
experiences within a wider progressive or child-centred 'tendency of thought' which was
gathering momentum in this period (Selleck, 1972, p.60). It draws comparison with
Dartington, a school alongside a crafts and rural regeneration experiment in Devon, 1926-87
(Hardy, 2000 and Bonham-Carter,1958) Prestolee, an experimental state school in
Yorkshire, 1919-52 (Burke and Dudek, 2010) and Summerhill, 1921-, a libertarian boardingschool in Suffolk (Shotton, 1993).

By exploring how children's educational experiences at Whiteway should be positioned in
relation to anarchist, progressive and liberal accounts of education (Oakeshott, 1962), this
dissertation seeks to contribute to Suissa's analysis of the distinct nature of anarchist
education (2006) and debates about the aims of education (Standish, 2003).

Philosophy
This dissertation uses its focus on the children's experiences of colony life as a way to
explore whether Whiteway Colony casts light on Alisdair MacIntyre's and Paul Goodman's
critique of modernity and their ideas about educative community. Paul Goodman, 1911-72,
was an anarchist philosopher, writer and psychotherapist. He was part of a wider group of
American and British anarchists and de-schoolers in the 1970s which included John Holt,
10

Ivan Illich and Colin Ward. Goodman wrote extensively against schooling and in favour of
'incidental' education (1957, 1960, 1962, 1970) although firmly situated within a wider
critique of the ways in which modernity fails to meet the 'appetites and capacities of human
nature in order to grow up' (1957, p.11). This work explores whether Whiteway in the 1930s,
in its opposition to some of the tendencies of modernity, met some of these 'appetites and
capacities' and whether it contributes to Goodman's argument that the 'small, intentional,
community' can be understood as a 'progressive school' (1960, p.108). It also uses the
example of Whiteway to question Goodman and Tolstoy's judgement that the city is 'more
instructive' (Tolstoy, 2002, p.24) than the country and that 'on the whole cities have probably
trained more intelligent children than the country' (Goodman, 1957, 74).
In exploring the relationship between Whiteway colony and Goodman's philosophy, this
dissertation seeks to contribute to rectifying the 'neglect of his work' and explore whether
Holowchak is right that 'Goodman has much to say on pedagogical practice that is rich,
poignant and relevant today' (2010, p.217). In so doing, this dissertation also engages with
the conceptual philosopher, Robin Barrow's scathing critique of Goodman and other radicals
on the basis that there are 'internal contradictions between their ideas and their proposals'
and that they 'would not work because [they are] based on the idea of an educative
community which we don't have' (Barrow, 1978, p.107).
This dissertation also explores the relevance of the children's experiences at Whiteway for
the ideas of the giant of twentieth-century philosophy, Alisdair MacIntyre. His critique of
modernity is based on the idea that its institutions and practices prevent the development of
the Aristotelian virtues and therefore the possibility of human flourishing. The example of
Whiteway is used to cast light on ideas in the following published works: Dependent
Rational Animals (1999) which offers a rich account of the conditions for the development of
practical and moral reasoning; The Development of an Educated Public (1987) which makes
explicit proposals about education; and a recent article in which he summarises his critique
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of modernity and advocates resistance against the 'established order' as practised by small
communities and projects (2008, p.5). This dissertation explores whether Whiteway can be
understood as offering this kind of resistance, building on Finchett-Maddock's account of
social centres in London as examples of 'MacIntyrean small communities that can virtuously
resist' (2008, p.21). And if in offering this 'resistance', Whiteway also offers a context within
which people can develop the virtues and flourish - a kind of 'school of virtues', as
Blackledge and Knight have described (2011, p.1).
In drawing on MacIntyre's critique of modernity, this dissertation seeks to challenge the selfreferential tendency of anarchist, radical and education literature. It also aims to offer fresh
perspectives on MacIntyre's contribution to Philosophy of Education, which has previously
been explored in terms of its implications for schooling (Wilcox, 1997) and modestly
contribute to wider debates about whether the implications of MacIntyre's critique of
modernity are conservative or radical (Blackledge and Knight, 2011; Horton and Mendus,
1994).
In its conclusion, this dissertation draws on notions of anarchist utopianism (Marshall, 2009)
and 'present utopianism' (MacIntyre, 2008) to explore whether these particular experiences
and ideas can contribute to contemporary debates in Philosophy of Education by challenging
the 'educational Taliban of school effectiveness' (Blake, Smeyers, Smith and Standish, 2000,
p.xiii) and offering examples of 'real utopias' (Fielding and Moss, 2011, p.1) as a way to
'speak for hope' (Halpin, 2003, p.2). It also seeks to challenge what Suissa criticises as the
often 'unexamined and unarticulated assumptions' in these debates about the role of
schooling and the capitalist state (2014, p.2).
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Chapter 2
'Anything goes' (Ferrell, 2009, p.73): an anarchist research method for an anarchist
colony

Why inter-disciplinary?
As part of a Masters in Research Methods, this dissertation draws on a range of disciplinary
traditions which I have read about and experimented with in the last two years: social, oral,
life and cultural history which values ordinary people's lived experiences as part of the
historical record (Davin, 1996; Cunningham and Gardner, 2004; Humphries, 1981);
anthropology which positions children within their wider community and environment (Mead,
1928 and 1930; Lewis, 1964); phenomenological accounts which seek to understand and
act on children’s lived experiences (van Manen and Levering,1996); ethnographic accounts
of radical educational experiments which focus on The Lives of Children (Dennison, 1969
and Wills, 1945); practical philosophy which draws on historical examples and seeks to
'treat[s] educational questions as inseparable from questions about the good life and the
good society' (Carr, 1997, p.206); and an anarchist approach to research which challenges
disciplinary conventions and boundaries in order to 'create progressive social knowledge'
(Ferrell, 2009, p.74).
This chapter sets out how I seek to use these different traditions in order to create an interdisciplinary account rooted in an epistemological position, as described by the cultural
historian, Ludmilla Jordanova, 'navigating between the polarities of objectivity and
subjectivity’ with the resulting duty to ‘combine open recognition that we are interested
parties in our studies with a clear sense of how to make the resulting knowledge as judicious
as possible’ (2000, p.94).
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Why Whiteway Colony in the 1930s?

The subject of this dissertation developed out of my interest in anarchist educational ideas
and experiments. I heard about Whiteway colony during the centenary anniversary of
Tolstoy's death (2010) through a BBC radio programme about the history of the colony. I
was intrigued by its long-lived attempt to put anarchist ideas into practice in the social
context of a community. In that same year, two friends moved to the colony, one of whom is
a relative of Alex Comfort, 1920-2000, the well known writer and anarchist. This coincidence
gave me the practical opportunity to make contact with and visit the colony. Over the course
of my three visits, the research became increasingly ethnographic as I not only researched
questions about the past but also developed a relationship with the people and the place in
the present which moved towards, as Ferrell advocates, 'a long-term committed engagement
with those we study' (2009, p.80).

This dissertation takes as its historical starting point Whiteway in the 1930s. This period is
significant in the following ways: in the history of the colony as it had survived the 'strenuous
early days' (Shaw, 1935, p.226); in the social history of rural communities as technological,
economic and social changes transformed village life; in the history of education and
childhood, with the development of a wider progressive movement and an education act in
1936 which raised the school leaving age to 15; and in the history of anarchism, with a
popular movement in Spain which is the context for my forthcoming PhD. The 1930s is also
at the limits of living memory which allows the creation of new oral testimony from people
who can offer valuable information and perspectives. Despite a focus on the 1930s, this
dissertation also draws on accounts of other periods of the colony history partly as context
for understanding the 1930s but also as providing relevant insights into the colony's wider
significance for debates about community and education.
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The view of the child

This research seeks to uncover the experiences and relationships of children in the colony,
which has been marginal in existing published accounts of the colony. This absence reflects
a wider tendency in research since as the historian of childhood, Hendrick, suggests,
'historians have tended to focus on the concept of childhood rather than on the lives of
children since the former involves fewer methodological posers' (2000). These 'posers'
include practical challenges such as an absence of sources, that the sources if they still exist
are not often all together in archives and that the people with the memories of the relevant
experience can be hard to find. And there are more epistemological challenges such as
whether it is possible to understand how children experience anything at all?’ (van Manen
and Levering, 1996, p.138) and that 'there can be no authentic voice of childhood' because
the 'adult world dominates that of the child' (Jordanova, 1989, p.5). However the social
histories of children's lives by Anna Davin (1996) and Stephen Humphries (1981)
demonstrate the possibility of offering a view, albeit partial, of children's experiences and
attitudes based on oral testimony and memoir. This dissertation seeks to follow the
example of these texts in situating the child within a network of relationships and reflecting,
the anthropologist, Amit's, point that 'children are not simply the objects of adult interventions
but neither do they operate in a world without adults' (2004, p.241).

Written testimony

Written testimony is drawn from published and unpublished accounts by colonists and local
newspaper articles. Nellie Shaw was a founding member of the colony and her account
(1935) is a vivid, personal and nostalgic memoir of the early years, with a foreword by
another pioneer, Joseph Burtt. This book operates as a rich source of colony mythology, for
example, the much cited symbolic act at which the ‘deeds were laid on a bonfire and sizzled
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in the flames’ (1935, p.5). However, neither at the time, nor subsequently was it accepted as
a definitive account of the colony. Shaw herself acknowledged mixed responses: 'I may
have given offence to some of my colony comrades by my plain speaking' (1935, p.237).
Nevertheless, her account offers a fascinating insight into the views of a founding colonist.

Joy Thacker moved to the colony as an adult and raised her children there. She is
responsible for the colony archive and leads visitors on historical tours of the colony. Her
self-published account (1993) defines itself as a 'social history' and makes use of the colony
archives including minutes from the colony meetings, photos, newspaper articles,
unpublished testimony and diaries. The archives can only be consulted by colonists.
Therefore, this book is a useful source of information which would otherwise be unavailable
to historians. Although Thacker claims it is ‘completely accurate concerning its dates and
content’ (1993, p.xi), it also needs to be read, like Shaw's book, as a testimonial offering
insights into the subjectivity of a colonist. Thacker's book also includes a chapter written by
her daughter, Vicky Thacker, who grew up in Whiteway Colony in the 1980s, who wishes to
contribute to a view of Whiteway as 'more than just an isolated village with no fun’ (1993,
194). This chapter offers a useful perspective on continuities and changes in childhood in
Whiteway since the 1930s.

Eugene Gaspard Marin (known as Gassy), 1883-1969, came to the colony with his
companion, Jeanne, in 1914 as part of a second wave of continental anarchist colonists.
They made it their base for the rest of their lives although Gassy also travelled extensively
as part of his social anthropological work. Shaw described Gassy as 'one of Whiteway's
most interesting characters' (1935, p.206). He was actively involved in the life of the colony;
for example, he acted as chair of the colony meeting for a period. He was particularly
interested in education, setting up a short-lived experimental school in his home (before the
establishment of the colony school in 1920), establishing an international summer school,
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organising and giving lectures and leading children on outings in the surrounding countryside
and further afield. His unpublished, hand-written account of the colony is dated 1955. It
draws on and acknowledges a range of primary sources such as letters and newspaper
articles. Although it does not focus on the children's experiences, his interest in educational
and anarchist ideas, for example his account of the colony starts with the opening of a 'book
by Tolstoy' (1955, p.1), makes this not only a rich source of information but also of more
philosophical insights into the wider meanings of the colony experience. The text is kept by
Michael Grendon, a colonist, who knew Gassy personally and shared some of his memories
and perspectives on the colony history in conversation (2013).

Local newspaper articles also offer insights into children's experiences. The articles in
Stroud Journal (1950 and 1954) form part of the Gloucester Folk Museum's archive of
materials about the colony's May Day tradition based on interviews with colonist, Elsie
Maxfield. An article in The Citizen (1999) describes the colony as a 'Utopian living
experiment' and draws on an interview with Doolie Keell-Wolfe, who grew up in the colony
during the thirties and forties and in 1985 married the colonist Tom Keell-Wolfe, the son of
Tom Keell and Lilian Wolfe, who edited the anarchist journal Freedom from the colony in the
1930s.2 Heather White's short article (1995) was written for a Memories from the villages
column in a parish newsletter. She came to the colony in 1957 when she married a
colonist. She and her husband raised their children in the colony. I also had the opportunity
to speak to her on the telephone and explore her opinions about life in the colony further.

Oral testimony
As well as these pre-existing written sources, I have had the opportunity to create new oral
testimony about people's memories of childhood in the colony. I conducted two long
2

Between June 1937 and January 1938 and in November 1939 according to Freedom, a hundred years, (1986)
London: Freedom Press, p.30.
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interviews with women who grew up in Whiteway during the 1930s; Joy Evans, born 1924,
who still lives in the colony and Sue Bartlett, born 1929, who left the colony as an adult. I
conducted one shorter interview with a colonist who would prefer to remain anonymous
(born 1927). A semi-structured interview was chosen as the best way to explore their
experiences of growing up in the colony and its meanings for their adults lives. The interview
questions were designed to give the interviewees the chance to tell their stories whilst also
giving me relevant insights into my research questions (Appendix 1).
I also conducted a group interview in the colony hall to explore different generations'
memories and views on childhood in Whiteway from the 1930s to today. Around 30
colonists attended between the ages of 6 and 86. In the course of this conversation, I asked
people to break into three smaller groups to discuss and write down their answers to a
number of questions (Appendix 2). These forms provide an additional source of information
and opinions from people who were more reserved about speaking.
The interviews were not just a one-way data-collecting process but were also, as Gardner
suggests 'a joint production of conversational exchange' (2003, p.176). The combination of
my questions and research background with the colonists' insights and perspectives meant
that we created new interpretations and meanings together. Throughout the conversations,
as Portelli, the oral historian, has observed, 'people give their opinions as well as their facts'
(1997, p.80). At points in the interviews, we seemed to move into a different mode which
could be called 'philosophical dialogue' in which the researcher conducts 'active interviews
with their respondents in order to generate public conversation about societal values and
goals' (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009, p.34). The conversations held in the colony hall and
colonists' homes added an additional ethnographic dimension to the research because we
were surrounded physically by the history of which we spoke.

All interviews were recorded on a small digicorder with the permission of the interviewees.
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Shortly after the interviews, I used the ethnographic approach of writing detailed notes on
the experience of the interview, impressions and reflections on the process (Hammersley
and Atkinson, 1995, p.16). Subsequently, I transcribed particularly relevant sections of the
interviews, partly to facilitate close attention and interpretive thinking and partly to allow easy
reference to their exact words (Appendix 3 for extract from a sample transcript). The
interviewees are referred to by their first names in the body of the text to reflect the colony
convention of using first names and with surnames and year of interview in brackets to
reflect their equal value to written primary and secondary sources.

Photographic testimony

This dissertation uses photographs found in published accounts (Thacker, 1993; Hardy,
2000), in people's homes and in the Gloucester archives. The ‘universal aura’ of old
photographs, which Susan Sontag has described in On Photography (1978, p.140), can lure
the historian into the feeling of seeing the past as it really was. However, these photographs
are used not just as illustrations or ‘images of reality’ (Burke, 2001, p.21) but as a way to
explore the perspective of the child through familiar and taken-for-granted details.

Historical analysis
In analysis, I have woven together the oral, written and photographic testimony, following the
radical social historian, Raphael Samuel in 'splic[ing] together different classes of evidence
or us[ing] one to expose the silences and absences of the other’ (1994, p.332). Although the
distinction between oral 'testimony' and written 'texts' has been increasingly challenged by
historians (Gardner, 2010, p.118), I certainly found that the experience of being present at
the 'fleeting moment' in which the story is told 'inscribes their perspectives, emotions and
attitudes upon the soul of the listener' (Gardner, 2010, p.70). This 'inscription' has many
benefits in interpreting what was said but also requires the historian to be rigorous in
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situating each account and seeking out what the historian of ideas, Quentin Skinner, calls
the 'battles behind apparent certainties' (2002, p.7)

There are many questions about the kinds of claims which can be made on the basis of oral
testimony and memoir. For example, the much discussed subjectivity of memory ‘as an
exercise in selective amnesia’ (Samuel and Thompson, 1990, p.7) poses some obvious
challenges in terms of reliability. However, these distortions can become a resource rather
than a problem by using what is and is not remembered as part of the analysis. I have also
sought to pay attention not only to what people said, but drawing on the techniques of
narrative and discourse analysis, to explore how people represent their experiences.

There are also questions about the bias and significance of a small sample of people. Joy
acknowledges that her daughter reminds her: 'that's your memory of the colony' (Evans,
2012). However, as Thompson has suggested, ‘each voice of the past is unique but is also
never solitary...within each recollection there is always much that speaks with a truly
representative voice' (1978, p.5). In the context of a number of interviews and memoirs, it is
possible to identify, what Portelli calls, 'a horizon of shared possibilities' (1997, p.88) as well
as multiple different views and experiences.

The analysis of this testimony seeks, as Goodson and Sikes, life history researchers, have
suggested to 'ground these stories of personal experience in their wider social and historical
context' (2001, p.18). These wider contexts are drawn both from secondary literature (as set
out in Chapter 1) but also primary sources such as memoirs and interviews with children
growing up in more main-stream villages in the area (Lee, 1962; Whitehouse, 2010; Mr and
Mrs Humphries, 2013). These particular memoirs were chosen because they offer rich
insights into the relationship of childhood experiences, background context of rural change
and their own life-story. Lee's account also provides some biographical overlap since he
20

became a regular visitor to Whiteway as an adult writer. Whiteway accounts are also
compared to primary accounts of children's experiences in the anarchist Peckham Health
Centre in the same period (Batten, 2010; Elven 2009 and 2010; Trotter, 2010).

In interpreting the influence of a colony childhood on adult lives, I have drawn on the two
longer interviews which, being closer to life history, offer insights into how a childhood in
Whiteway can play out in adult life. It is sensitive methodological territory since, as a number
of colonists asked, 'how do we know if it made a difference?' (group interview, 2012). As
Freeman, an interpretively oriented psychologist, has argued, we cannot deal with these
kinds of questions 'like scientists' but instead through an 'interpretative process wherein we
aim towards understanding what is said, acted or lived' (1993, p.4).

Philosophical analysis

The words and experiences of the colonists, situated in their relevant contexts, are examined
in conjunction with relevant theoretical work about anarchism, education and community.
This approach is a response to MacIntyre's argument that philosophy must move away from
the 'barren...Oxford arm-chair style' of conceptual philosophers and learn from history and
anthropology' (1981, viii). By drawing on different disciplines, this research hopes to be part
of what Bridges, a philosopher who has written extensively about methods in educational
research, argues for as 'dissolving the empirical/philosophical divide' (2003, p. 28) and
'embrac[ing] an intellectual world in which the two constantly inform and challenge each
other' (1997, p.187).

In crossing disciplinary boundaries, this research needs to find a balance between respect
for the ‘shared language and procedure which makes a community of arguers possible’
(Bridges, 2003, p.114) and an anarchist 'disrespect' (Ferrell, 2009, p.74) for disciplinary rules
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which may inhibit the possibility of inter-disciplinary research and new ideas. The research
also needs to strike a balance in its approach to the past and present: avoiding 'mindnumbing presentism' (Wineburg, 2001, 12) but also avoiding the tendency towards 'deferring
direct engagement indefinitely' (Standish, 2008, p.673). In both these challenges, I am
influenced by the philosopher of education, Jane Roland Martin, whose work recognises that
children's relationships and experiences at home and in community are the 'silent partner in
education’ (1992, p.31) and uses past ideas to speak to the present.

Ethics

Throughout the research, I have been motivated by an ethical account of the purpose of my
research, as described by the phenomenologist van Manen, to help us make better
judgements about 'what is good and what is not good for the child' and ‘teach us to live our
lives with children more fully' (1990, p.158 and 139).

The research has been conducted according to British Educational Research Association’s
statement of ethical practice (2011) and, in respect of oral history interviews, according to
the guidelines of the Oral History Society (2012). The research methods have been
scrutinised by the Institute of Education review process (March 2012). The nature of the
research has been explained at the earliest point of communication with the interviewees
and permission granted to use the material from the interviews in the dissertation. The
approach of the interview edges towards what Kvale calls 'the psychoanalytic interview' with
the resulting necessity to be mindful of the ethical implications of 'instigating new selfinterpretations or emotional changes' (1999, p.106).

The interpretation of this testimonial also presents ethical dilemmas relating to the position
and role of the researcher. Both during the interview and afterwards in analysis, I sought to
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‘listen acutely’ (Samuel and Thompson, 1990, p.5) to their own story and interpretations.
However, I was also aware that there was an act of double 'colonizing' (Goodson and Sikes,
2001, p.17) as I situated their stories historically and then used them to cast light on
philosophical questions which I considered to be important. However, while acknowledging
this power dynamic, I remain convinced that this kind of ethno-history can also act as an
anarchist 'humanist subversion' which can 'affirm and explore the human agency of those we
study' (Ferrell, 2009, p.80).

Chapter 3
'It was different - definitely different' (Evans, 2012): the lives of children in Whiteway
Colony in the 1930s
Introduction
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Long summer days spent roaming the surrounding countryside with a packed lunch,
dropping in on different shacks in the colony and begging for sweets, the excitement of being
cut off by snow drifts in winter, rowdy bus rides to school in the local town, birthday picnic
teas (Figure 1), cold bedrooms, neighbours helping each other out. These kinds of
memories suggest themes which could apply to any childhood in a rural area in Britain in the
1930s - and some to a city childhood as well. Testimony suggests that the children
themselves experienced Whiteway in the 1930s as both ordinary and extraordinary: for
example, Sue recalled that 'as a child we thought it was normal' but also her
'embarrassment' at not 'being normal' (Bartlett, 2013).

Figure 1 Birthday picnic tea, 1933
This chapter explores how 'typical kids' (Bartlett, 2013) experienced life in this 'village of
vision' (Darley, 1978) - and whether and how the social anarchist values of freedom, cooperation and self-reliance played out in the children's experiences. This chapter compares
the children's experiences in Whiteway in the 1930s to children's experiences in more mainstream rural communities, progressive boarding schools and the anarchist Peckham Health
Centre. Their experiences are used to casts light on debates in history and sociology about
the twentieth-century tendency for children to be increasingly 'islanded’.
'A childhood of freedom really' (anon, group interview, 2012)
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All the colonists, from across different generations, emphasised the high levels of freedom
which they felt they had experienced as children in Whiteway: for Joy, 'freedom' was the best
thing about growing up on the colony in the 1930s (Evans, 2013); for Judy growing up in the
1940s 'freedom' was her immediate response to the question of how growing up in Whiteway
was different from other places; for Annette growing up in the 1960s, 'freedom - is the thing
that I remember' (group interview, 2012) and for Vicky growing up in the 1970s, her account
opens with the memory of being ‘completely free to play’ (Thacker, 1993, p.191). This
rhetorical emphasis on freedom is underpinned by practical examples of how they spent
their time as children: all the colonists recalled being free to roam from a young age (one
colonist mentioned four years old) around the colony itself, each other's houses and the
surrounding woodland and fields. Joy recalled that 'our parents didn't worry about us'
(Evans, 2012). This freedom from adult supervision is revealed in the background to Joy's
earliest memory, around three or four, of an accident which occurred while she was playing
with another child unsupervised, albeit that her parents were working nearby on the colony.
This kind of freedom to wander and play without adult supervision was not unique to
Whiteway in this period: for example, Whitehouse writes that 'we had so much more freedom
and less supervision' (2010, p.41). Nor was this kind of freedom limited to rural childhoods,
for example, the social historian, Hugh Cunningham has described how urban children spent
their leisure time on the streets 'entirely without adult supervision' ( 2006, p.205). However,
according to Sue, the freedom at Whiteway had a different quality from other places because
of 'the people' (Bartlett, 2013). In the 1930s, the pioneers had mostly left, however the
colony continued to attract people who represented 'all the -ists and -isms' united in the fact
that 'they had ideas otherwise they wouldn't be here' (Evans, 2012). These ideas included
socialism, communism, anarchism, libertarianism, pacifism, quakerism. Despite a wide
range of different opinions and reasons for being in the colony, these people shared a
commitment to freedom as an important value. Shaw cites a survey conducted in the early
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1930s by Gassy in which 20 out of 27 colonists voted that Whiteway should stand for
'freedom', as evidence that 'the general desire for liberty was unmistakeable' (1935, p.231).
This commitment to freedom manifested itself in a tolerance of different life-styles and
attitudes. Whiteway gained a reputation as a 'nest of eccentrics' (Darley, 1978, p.174)
fuelled by their distinctive clothing and their tolerance of nudity and free love. One colonist,
who was a child during the period, wrote that 'unmarried people were accepted on
Whiteway, against the thinking of the time' (anon, group interview, 2012). Gassy suggested
'that such experiments could be made speaks highly of the freedom and of the spirit of
adventure prevailing in Whiteway as compared with what we might expect to find in an
ordinary village' (1955, p.123). Joy also recalled that before the Second World War,
conservative attitudes characterised the surrounding villages reflecting the 'restrictions of
working people at that time' (Evans, 2012).
This adult emphasis on freedom impacted in various ways on the children. Gassy claimed
that colonists 'carry their refusal to recognise any law or authority so far as to think it is
wrong for a parent to command a child and still more wrong to punish it. If they love their
parents...they will imitate them without any coercion of any sort' (1955, p.20). In practice,
the evidence suggests that there was considerable variation in how parents raised their
children since the freedom of individual households to make their own arrangements, had
become a central tenet of the colony. However, the testimony of those who have grown up
in the colony in this period, does suggest that there was a tendency to extend the wider
colony value of freedom and tolerance to children's behaviours and attitudes.
The colonists interviewed, recall that although there were clear boundaries between
properties, there were 'no restrictions' (Evans, 2012) about where to go. And in terms of
attitudes, Joy remembers that her father was clear that in relation to religion, she 'should be
left free and she can decide what she wants as and when' (Evans, 2012) while other parents
avoided the local village schools because of its perceived Christian dogma (anon, 2013).
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Doolie recalls that her parents were 'very, very liberated' and 'had no objection' to her
teenage and unmarried sexual relations with one of the group of Spanish refugees staying in
the colony hall (The Citizen,1999). Sue recalled how, as a child, she and others 'accepted
odd characters' (Bartlett, 2013).
Children attending 'rural retreat' boarding schools (Shotton, 1993, p.67) in this period also
experienced growing up with this kind of libertarian atmosphere. For example, at Dartington,
the head-teacher wrote that they were concerned to 'carry the idea of freedom as far as
possible' (Bonham-Carter, 1958, p.49) or at the Forest school in which the prospectus
promoted 'freedom and self-expression' (Shields, 2010, p.55). Joy, who attended this Forest
School, found that it had similar values to those she had already experienced in Whiteway
(Evans, 2012). However, the children's experiences of freedom in these progressive
schools was not, like Whiteway, connected to a wider social anarchist attempt to create a
free society for adults and children. Instead this child-centred freedom was rooted in
Rousseau's philosophical view that the child was 'born free' and that society placed the child
‘in chains’ and a scientific view of the child's freedom being dependent on conformity with
the natural laws of development. These progressive schools were, in fact, a symptom of a
wider tendency, described by Steedman, to create idealised environments for children as
'symbols of a social hope for a better future' (1990, p.257-9).
The context at Whiteway of a wider, mixed-age community which valued freedom, suggests
that the children's experiences were more similar to the experiences of children at the
anarchist Peckham Health Centre (1935-50). This experiment was underpinned by the
founders' commitment to the 'study of free agents plus their self-created environment'
(Pearse, 1982, p.40) and their observation that the learning of the child depended on
freedom in the context of other people who are 'also free and active' (Pearse, 1985, p.192).
Dorothy Batten recalled that she and the other children were 'free to be and free to do' and
that 'freedom came across more than anything else' (Batten, 2010). The children's
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experiences can also be compared to children at the Stelton colony, as they recall 'you didn't
live according to rigid rules, but could do what you wanted as long as you didn't interfere with
the rights of other people' (Avrich, 2006, p.251).
The children's freedoms should not be exaggerated. In some ways, in comparison to
contemporary children, children were 'restricted' by the lack of cars and various material
shortages (anon, form, 2012). There was also a strong emphasis on natural order and selfregulation: Alan recalled that 'you were expected to be an adult yourself or at least to be selfregulating' (group interview, 2012). This self-regulation was also a feature of children at the
Peckham Health Centre: visitors were struck not so much by the children's freedom but by
their ability to use that freedom responsibly (Trotter, 2010). The political philosopher, Taylor,
has suggested that order, without the state, can only be preserved if the relations between
people are those 'characteristic of community' such as 'shared values and beliefs, direct and
many-sided relations and the practice of reciprocity' (1982, p.38). The next section explores
whether children in Whiteway Colony in the 1930s experienced this kind of community.
'We were rich in camaraderie and everybody looked after everyone else' (White, 2005)
Shaw suggests that in this period the colony was losing 'its spirit and comradeliness' (1935,
237). Certainly by the 1930s, the colonists were no longer living and working as
communally as the pioneers had done in the early days. Instead the colony consisted of a
'patchwork of small-holdings' (Coates, 2001, p.251) with colonists building their own family
homes. However, testimonials from this period suggest that values of co-operation and
solidarity were still strongly felt and practised. For example, Joy tells how her mother's
neighbour insisted that her mother give birth in her home because their own home was not
comfortable enough and how she was taken as a new-born around the village to be
introduced to her fellow-colonists. This anecdote evokes the kinds of community initation
described in anthropologies by Margaret Mead in this period (1928 and 1930).
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The colony, throughout its history, has preferred to be viewed as an ‘enlarged family as
opposed to a miniature state’ (Thacker, 1993, p.213). Joy recalls how all the adults were like
'aunts and uncles' (Evans, 2012). This familiarity with a wide circle of adults beyond the
immediate family was also a feature of the Peckham Health Centre: Dorothy Batten
emphasised that they had regular contact with friends' parents which gave her 'that sense of
being a part of something bigger than my family' (Batten, 2010).
This experience of 'cross-generational day-to-day living' (Annette Foulds, form, 2012) was
also a feature of other rural and urban communities at this time, partly related to limited
mobility and economic and social inter-dependence (Lee, 1962, p.206). The experience of
community in Whiteway in the 1930s can be distinguished because of its self-conscious
attempt to create a community based on equality and self-government. Shaw argued that 'if
the land was legalised, Whiteway would be no longer Whiteway but a mere village
settlement, embodying no idea or principle' (1935, p.224). The lack of deeds, at least
theoretically, put everyone in the village on an equal footing, albeit that some inequalities of
income and social status still existed; for example, one colonist criticised the colony for
intellectual snobbery (anon, group interview, 2012). However, there was no 'squire' figure
(Lee, 1962) and no 'Big House' (Whitehouse, 2010) as tends to loom in memoirs of mainstream rural communities.
In terms of the children's experiences, a commitment to equality was manifested in colony
traditions such as the calling of each other by first names - including children to adults which
Vicky has suggested 'developed from the idea of complete equality amongst the colonists’
and 'meant that as a child you were not cut off from the adults by formality’ (Thacker, 1993,
p.191-192). This convention reflects the position of children in the Whiteway Colony as
equals amongst equals. This position can be contrasted with the 'reverence' for children
which was a feature of progressive schools in the period (Hardy, 2000, p.150).
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The commitment to self-government was reflected in a widespread negativity towards the
state, for example, an early colonist wrote for New Order in 1901 that 'but for the tax
collector, we should nearly forget that there exists any government at all’ (Thacker, 1993,
p.201) and Heather remembered that in the 1950s 'the council was taboo' (White, 2005). It
was also manifest in the positive acts of self-government such as the monthly meetings and
collective work groups.
The children were not formally involved in this self-government. This position is distinct from
progressive schools in this period, such as Summerhill and the Forest School, at which the
children's own meetings to discuss and make decisions were an important feature. Instead,
at Whiteway, self-government was not an educational exercise but a colony reality. Children
grew up with an awareness of the colony meetings, which they could attend but not vote at,
and an involvement in the conversations and working groups which carried on between the
meetings.
The children's experiences at Whiteway seem to reflect Taylor's 'characteristic of community'
(1982, p.38). The children were also subject to the kinds of regulation, which Taylor has
described as a feature of these kinds of community, in which the approval and disapproval of
the community is the source of order (1982, p.39). Some people may have experienced this
kind of regulation as oppressive. However, the testimonies from the 1930s show no
evidence of this feeling. The experiences of the children evoke a close-knit community
which, on the whole, balanced the values of freedom and solidarity, supporting Taylor's
conclusion that community is not 'necessarily inimical to individual liberty' (1982, p.165).

'Being built around me' (Katrina, group interview, 2012)
Children's experiences in Whiteway in the 1930s were shaped not only by the anarchist
values of freedom and co-operation but also by self-reliance - in terms of the creation of the
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physical, social and cultural world around them. This characteristic suggests that the colony
can be understood as part of an anarchist tradition of bottom-up, self-help and mutual aid
which, as Colin Ward describes, was at this time being replaced by authoritarian, top-down,
state provision of social services (1987).
Many of the colonists built their own homes. Shaw suggests that this self-build spirit
generated an atmosphere which was 'quite different from that of a house made by a builder'
(1935, p.226). Joy's quiet pride and pleasure in the home and furniture which she and her
family had created around her reinforced this point (Evans, 2012). The colonists interviewed
tell the stories of their childhood against the backdrop of the evolving physical spaces of their
homes, work and community.

Figure 2 Road building at Whiteway, 1924
The children were also actively involved in the shaping of their environments: 'I acted boy
when he [her father] was building or doing anything...when it was a matter of [repairing] the
roof, I'd go up on the roof and be doing that with him' (Evans, 2012). Her suggestion that
this involvement was 'acting boy' may reveal a gendered aspect to childhood at Whiteway.
However, the reality of her involvement in building work and the absence of any other
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evidence, suggests that distinct gender roles for children may not have been as marked as
in more conventional villages in this period. The children also helped with the community
building and maintenance projects such as the colony hall, swimming pool and roads, as
suggested in the background to Figure 2.
The colony also had relatively high levels of economic self-sufficiency with a village shop
and bakery, a craft workshop and people working the land to produce food for their own
consumption or to sell in the local Stroud market. Shaw acknowledges the limitations of this
self-sufficiency in her observation that by the 1930s only one family lived fully off the land
and her conclusion that 'it is impossible to live in a capitalistic world and not become mixed
up in it...[colonists] slipped back to trading and working for wages' (1935, p.228). However,
those who grew up there recall that 'we grew everything. We had to make everything...Mum
made all our clothes' (Bartlett, 2013) and that even by the 1950s, 'Whiteway was amazingly
self-sufficient' (White, 2005).
Whiteway children contributed to this self-sufficiency. The colony family which made a living
from the land was 'assisted by his three boys...children were a great asset' (Shaw, 1935,
p.221). This kind of contribution was a common feature of childhood in rural areas in this
period, for example, Mr and Mrs Humphries, recalled how in their village in the late 1930s,
they helped grow vegetables at school to provide lunches for all and, after school, collected
kindling for the home fires (2013). However, Whiteway's late adoption of the modern
conveniences of electricity (1955) and running water (1948), described by one critic, as a
'half-hearted return to barbarism' (Hardy, 2000, p.122), meant that Whiteway children had to
help with associated tasks such as fetching water from the spring later in the century than in
the surrounding villages.
This kind of practical and outdoors work for children was also a feature of progressive
schools, such as Prestolee's 'do it yourself school' (Burke and Dudek, 2010, p.207). At the
Forest School, an ex-pupil recalls that 'the child uses the cup he has made, wears the scarf
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he has woven, sits on the stool he has carpentered' (Shields, 2010, p.54). Joy also recalled
her involvement in growing vegetables and looking after the animals at the school (Evans,
2012).
The temporary character of much of the timber architecture at Whiteway and the preference
for self-build meant that the Whiteway children's ordinary lives also shared some similarities
with the 'inter-war work camp movement' as part of a continuing tradition of 'radical
communitarianism' (Field, 2012, p.217). The connections between Whiteway and this
movement is reflected in Joy's life history since her father helped building camps with
unemployed young men as part of the Gryth Fyrth project. As Shotton has suggested,
Whiteway’s emphasis on self-reliance in a rural context, also had something in common with
the emergence of the socialist scouting movement, the Woodcraft Folk. Leslie’s account of
its ‘limited appeal’ but 'significant successes', for example in its partnership with the cooperative movement, suggests that Whiteway too should be situated within a 'weak' but
existent 'left-wing alternative culture' in this period (1984, p.311).
At Whiteway, this kind of self-build and self-sufficiency work was not an educational or
political exercise for the children, nor did it emerge simply from economic necessity. This
kind of work was an essential part of the founding philosophy of the colony which was
influenced by Tolstoy’s principle that ‘every man that is born has the same right to support
himself from the land as he has the right to air or the sunlight’ (Thacker, 1993, p.x). For
Shaw, the relationship with the land was linked to the lack of deeds since 'I am convinced
there is no better, safer title to land than to use it' (1935, p.224). The children's experiences
of building and farming were closely connected to the values and practices of their family
and community.
The colony also had high levels of social, cultural and educational self-reliance. The colony
organised a small school between 1920 and 1936. This school can be understood as a
postscript to the tradition of ‘people’s schools’ in working-class communities in the late
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nineteenth century, which Gardner has rescued from the scrap heap of educational history
and argued for as a significant alternative to the dominant paradigm of state provision (1984,
p.8). Many of the features of these schools which Gardner has identified (1984, p.12), are
shared with Whiteway school: 'involvement of untrained and familial adults' - for example
Joy's mother taught in the school and all the teachers were also colonists who were often
skilled in other practical and craft skills such as 'leather working' (Shaw, 1935, p.158); 'a
relatively free and easy approach to discipline' - teachers were known by their first names
and there is no evidence of corporal punishment; 'rarely held in purpose-built schools' - the
Whiteway school was held in people's houses, the colony hall and the surrounding
countryside, as suggested by Figure 3; 'small' - the number of children seems to have never
exceeded 17 (Gassy, 1955, p.206); 'self-financing' - parents paid for the teachers. It is
striking that a very similar kind of small ‘free school’ was also set up by parents at the
Peckham Health Centre in the late 1940s (Charkin, 2012).
By the 1930s, this kind of school had largely been replaced by state schools with more
emphasis on discipline and ranking. For example, the informality of relations between the
children and teacher can be contrasted with Gardner's account of the 'distance between the
teachers and the children' (1996, p.145) in most inter-war state schools reflected in teachers
not knowing children's first names and wide-spread use of corporal punishment. The
education provided by the colony school is explored in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3 The colony school, c.1930, featuring Joy Evans and teacher Ivy Adams
The children on the colony also experienced a wide range of cultural activities for all ages:
classical concerts, lectures, debates, plays and dances in their homes and the colony hall.
Joy recalls, with some nostalgia, how ‘so much used to happen then’ (Evans, 2013).
Heather recalls how, even by the 1950s, 'folks' social lives were intertwined’ and how
‘frequent dances, parties and jumble sales were held at the hall' (White, 2005). Other rural
communities in this period also shared some aspects of this kind of cultural self-reliance, as
Whitehouse recalls, there were opportunities to get involved in amateur dramatics and
‘regular dances being held’ (2010, p.74). However, Whiteway, had a particularly vibrant
cultural and social life, related to the characters in the colony.
The colony also took responsibility for organising its own celebrations - including an annual
bonfire party, Christmas party and May Day event. Thacker describes how even as late as
the 1980s, these events had the character of a ‘huge family party as both adults and children
joined in the games together’ (1993, p.192). These annual events loom large in memoirs of
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the period in other rural communities, however, often made possible by the local estate
owners (Whitehouse, 2010, p.25). In 1921, a May Day event was introduced - inspired by
traditions in Lancashire. The colonists recall, and the photos confirm, for example Figure 4,
how every year, a colonist girl of around 10 years old was crowned the May Queen followed
by a May dance which colonists and visitors of all ages joined in. The interest of the local
press in this 'colourful event', the ritual group photos, and Elsie's account of the 'traditional
ceremony, which I think now after 30 years, we can call Whiteway's own' (Stroud Journal,
1954) reveals how the colony adopted rural traditions which in other places were beginning
to fade. The accounts in the newspaper also show how the colonists reworked these rural
traditions as their own with the addition of international ingredients such as Scandinavian
dancing and the long-standing Whiteway tradition of 'communal refreshments' (Stroud
Journal, 1950). Elsie's account of the ceremony also reveals how children were a respected
part of the 'establishing of tradition' since she celebrated the fact that despite adult attempts
to change the music for the queen's entry, the children insisted that it should stay the same
as it was their 'own march' (Stroud Journal, 1954).

Figure 4 May Queen ceremony, Enid Maxfield, 1936
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Conclusion
The children’s experiences of growing up in a rural, anarchist colony were both radical and
conservative. According to Lee, the 'last days' of his childhood at the end of the 1920s were
mirrored in the 'last days of the village' and the 'end of a thousand years' life' (1962, p.216) as buses opened up the valley, machines replaced horses and the authority of the church
lost its grip. Lee claims these changes came late in his Gloucestershire valley. They came
even later in Whiteway Colony where the colonists preserved and reinvented some of the
rural ways of life which were fading fast as a founding principle rather than just a necessity.
This tendency corroborates Taylor's theory that anarchism has a significant relationship to
traditional, face-to-face communities (1982, p.3). Whiteway's conservatism, meant that it
was also able to resist, to an extent, the 'powerful process at work, assigning children to
distinct places in cities and towns' and the related destruction of the child's experience of a
'socially integrated life world', as has been increasingly criticised by sociologists in relation to
contemporary childhood (Gutman and de Coninck-Smith, 2008, p.4-5).
The children also experienced radicalism as they grew up amongst the creation of a an
anarchist community based on the attempt to put into practice the values of freedom, cooperation and self-reliance. The colonists did not channel their visions of a better world into
a 'dream of a childhood unaffected by the adult world' (Gutman, 2008, p.6); nor, like the
progressive school movement of this period, did they create 'islands' for children as 'building
blocks for a brave new world' (Hardy, 2000, p.148); nor did they seek to reform the 'mainland' to configure it for the 'needs of adults and children' (Gillis, 2008, p.328). Instead they
attempted to create a kind of cross-generational anarchist 'island' - an island in which
children were included but not the focus. The next chapter explores the educational
implications of this ordinary childhood in an extraordinary 'island'.
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Chapter 4
'There is no right education except growing up into a worthwhile world' (Goodman,
1962, p.59): Whiteway Colony as educative community
This chapter explores the relationship between the lives of children in Whiteway in the
1930s, as described in Chapter 3, and the critique of modernity offered by philosophers,
Goodman and MacIntyre. It uses the combination of these philosophers' ideas and the
children's experiences to explore radical ideas about education and schooling.
'The community is a progressive school' (Goodman, 1960, 108)
Goodman was highly critical of schools and favoured a model of education based on
'incidental' (1970, p.1) learning from the wider environment and community. However, he
was also strongly critical of modernity as 'simply deficient in many of the most elementary
objective opportunities and worth-while goals that could make growing up possible' (1957,
p.12). He argued that children and young people needed to grow up with 'work',' honest
public speech' and 'multiple paths' (1970, p.11). He criticised modern cities for becoming
less accessible and understandable to young people - arguing that 'no city is governable if it
does not grow citizens who feel it is theirs' (Goodman, 1970, p.13). These arguments
overlap with sociological and historical critiques of 'infinite archipelagoes of stranded
children' (Gillis, 2008, p.316). In Communitas, he argued that the small, intentional
community can be educative because it provides a 'contactful community' with the
opportunity to create your own buildings and learn crafts (1960, p.108). This section
explores whether Whiteway fulfilled Goodman's criteria for an educative community.
Whiteway colony in the 1930s, as a conservative, rural community offered children many
'opportunit[ies] to be useful' (Goodman, 1957, p.12) and participate in the work of their
households and their wider community. The face-to-face nature of the colony, the informality
of relations between adults and children and its self-government meant that children could
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'know their village' and, therefore, according to Ward, who shared many of Goodman's
views, 'understand the world' (di Paola, 2011, p.22). The cross-generational demographic of
the community provided the 'easy grading of overlapping ages...right up to the adults who
are going about their business and not paying too much attention to children' (Goodman,
1957 p.110-111) which challenged the 'islanding' tendency of modernity. However, as a
conservative, rural community, it also had its limitations as an educative community.
Goodman, along with other anarchist writers, claims that 'cities have made people smart
because of their mixed people, mixed manners and mixed learning' (1957, p.74). Joy's
evaluation of the drawbacks of her childhood, to some extent, supports this position: she
describes how Whiteway was 'cut off', 'sheltered' even, in its early days, from nearby
villages (Evans, 2012). However, this potential limitation was mitigated by the diversity of
colonists and visitors and their connections to wider worlds. Sue describes, with animation
in her own voice, the 'characters' who 'were all interesting' and were 'interested in
everything' (Bartlett, 2013). Another colonist wrote about how there were 'lots of characters
and unusual people' (anon, form, 2012). Many of these people were interested in education
and their own 'intellectual and spiritual growth and development' (Shaw, 1935, p.225).
The number and character of visitors to the colony, also, as Gassy suggests, 'left their mark
on [its] life' (1955, p.73). Whiteway was frequently visited by artistic, literary and political
individuals including Ghandi, Edward Carpenter, Gerald Brenan, Laurie Lee. It was also
visited by like-minded groups such as co-operative societies and labour party groups (Hardy,
2000, p.178). According to Avrich, Harry Kelly, the well-known American anarchist, made a
trip to Europe in this period to visit Berlin, Vienna, Rome, Paris, London and Whiteway
(2006, p.371). This positioning of Whiteway alongside these capital cities strengthens
Shaw's argument that, despite its rural situation, Whiteway was 'thoroughly cosmopolitan
and international' (1935, p.142).
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Whiteway children could access the knowledge and ideas of these 'interesting' colonists and
visitors in both formal and informal ways. At the more formal level, lectures were given by
colonists and local or international visitors in the colony hall or people's houses. Gassy's
analysis of 341 lectures given between 1920 and 1928 reveals an extraordinary range of
topics including - natural sciences, psychology, cultural anthropology, travels and
geography, literature, psychoanalysis, sociology, photography, botany (1955, p.128). There
is no similar analysis for the 1930s; however Joy's memories of the talks suggest that they
still covered a wide range of subjects (Evans, 2012). These lectures were not set up for
children but neither were children excluded: for example, Joy recalled attending Gassy's
lectures about his anthropological travels around the world. There was also a 'library box'
(Evans, 2012) with books borrowed from the county library and available for colonists of all
ages to borrow. The colony hall and workshop, Figure 5, were also the scene of more or
less formal instruction by adult colonists to younger colonists in music, dancing, arts and
crafts.
At an informal level, the children had access to these 'interesting' adults both at home and at
the frequent colony social events. Joy suggested that she grew up 'with ideas about' and
recalled how her mother had discussions about 'all sorts - political things...always talking
about things like that' (Evans, 2012). She also recalled that 'I used to know a lot of people'
and that these people 'had an influence' (Evans, 2012). The colourful descriptions of visiting
'uncles' and 'traditional ancients' (Lee, 1962, p.169) in Cider with Rosie draws attention to
the fact that children in more ordinary rural communities were also influenced by a wide
range of adults other than just professional teachers and their own nuclear families.
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Figure 5 The colony workshop, undated
The characters at Whiteway offered both an introduction to rural traditions and skills, such as
Sue's vivid memory of watching the blind woman's 'perfect knitting' (Bartlett, 2013), but also
an introduction to political and cultural ideas from across the world. The arrival of a group of
Spanish refugees, who were hosted in the colony hall in 1939, looms large in the memories
of those who were young women at the time, partly because of romantic excitement, 'the
girls had a whale of a time' (Bartlett, 2012). However, they also became aware of the
political events and ideas surrounding the Spanish Civil War: 'we had a strong feeling about
that - in support' (Evans, 2012). This consciousness of and connection to a wider world is in
contrast to the education provided by many village communities in this period, as
Whitehouse describes, 'we were all oblivious of what was happening on the international
scene when we lived a peaceful life in this small market town in the Cotswolds' (2010, p.20).
The combination of hands-on experiences and 'good conversation' (Bartlett, 2013), to some
extent offered the kind of 'interesting reality' advocated by Goodman (1970, p.7).

The

children's experiences at Whiteway draw attention to some aspects of overlap between
Goodman's account of educative community and the traditional, liberal idea of education as
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an initiation to the ‘on-going conversation of mankind’ (Oakeshott, 1962, p.198). This
connection is explicit in Goodman's concern about how to 'transmit Culture, the greatness of
man' which he suggests was 'never much discussed by progressive educators' (1970, p.14).
This account confirms Holowchak's interpretation of Goodman's ideas as an 'admixture' of
radicalism and conservatism (2010, p.217). However testimony about the children's mainly
positive experiences challenges his judgement of this 'admixture' as 'uneasy' (Holowchak,
2010, p.217). In fact, this mixture is perhaps the source of the educative qualities of an
experimental rural community.
MacIntyre's account of communities as 'schools of virtue' (Blackledge and Knight,
2011, p.1)
MacIntyre has argued that humans can only flourish in so far as they can develop the virtues
of 'independent, practical, reasoning' (1999, p.77).

He, like Goodman, has offered an

'uncompromising critique of modernity' (Horton and Mendus, 1994, p.14) based on its failure
to provide a context within which people can learn these virtues because of its
'compartmentalisation, distorted desires, inequality and lawlessness' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.3).
This section explores how far Whiteway colony in the 1930s provides an example of a 'type
of community' which was 'liberated' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.6) from these obstacles to
developing the virtues, how far this 'liberation' was experienced by the children and what
light their experiences cast back on MacIntyre's ideas.
It can be argued that both adults and children at Whiteway experienced less
compartmentalisation and role-playing in their lives than people in main-stream communities.
The blurring of home, work, school and public spaces is embodied in Joy's anecdote about
playing in her garden while her father worked in the nearby colony work-shop and her
mother worked in the colony school, which was situated in the nearby civic colony hall. For
both adults and children, these parts of life did not belong to 'different spheres' with different
'sets of norms' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.3). For example, Annette suggested that colony meetings
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were sometimes like 'family arguments' (Fould, form, 2012). The tendency to integrate
rather than 'island' children also meant that adults' and children's lives were not
compartmentalised from each other.
The colony also provided some level of resistance to the domination of state and market
(although it still existed within these systems). The emphasis on self-sufficiency and selfreliance meant that children grew up with the discussion and practice, albeit always limited,
of alternatives to the 'goal of consumption' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.4) and the assumption of
state provision. The absence of land ownership, the traditions of self-build and selfsufficiency, meant that, although some inequalities still existed, 'gross inequalities' between
colonists were not experienced.
The colony's emphasis on self-government created a space in which colonists practised
'deliberation aimed at the common good' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.4) . Although subject to the
law of the land, they aimed to solve their own problems and make their own judgements
about right and wrong, as far as possible. For example, their discussions informed decisions
about practical matters such as new colonist applications, working groups, and on-going
arguments about the absence of land ownership and what the colony should stand for
(Shaw, 1935, p.231). This process is suggestive of MacIntyre's argument for 'natural law'
which he argues has been undermined by the modern state (2008, p.4). Shaw
acknowledged that 'the present way of conducting our colony meetings leaves much to be
desired' since there was no way of enforcing colony decisions. However, she also
suggested that they were a forum in which 'vital and comprehensive discussion took place'
(1935, p.237).
This 'discussion' suggests that Whiteway could be understood as an example of MacIntyre's
'educated public', engaging in active, rational debate which has practical import for shared
social existence and which recognises itself as constituting a public (1987). MacIntyre has
argued that the contemporary educational 'mission' is a 'forlorn hope' without the existence
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of this 'educated public' which young people are introduced into (1987, p.16). He also argues
that this educated public requires a large degree of shared 'background beliefs and attitudes'
(MacIntyre, 1987, p.19). The diversity of political views and the lack of extensive shared
history may have limited the possibility of an 'effective terminus to debate' (MacIntyre, 1987,
p.19). Indeed, Shaw's account of the colony meetings suggests that, in some ways, the
diversity of views undermined the possibility of building a 'cohesive' community (1935,
p.225). However, a broadly shared commitment to the anarchist values of freedom, cooperation and self-reliance, based in the early days on a reading of Tolstoyan texts and by
the 1930s on a shared sense of the colony's own history and traditions, did provide aspects
of the shared language, experiences and values which could enrich a moral argument about
practical matters, such as for example about whether to introduce private property. The
children's introduction to this 'educated public' was through living alongside an on-going
conversation about 'how the world could be different' (Evans, 2012).
In Dependent, Rational, Animals, MacIntyre builds on his critique of the individualistic
tendencies of modernity in arguing that the development of the virtues could only occur 'in
and through our relationships to others' (1999, p.77). This emphasis on the social is
reflected in the high levels of reciprocity and co-operation which characterised Whiteway in
the 1930s. Sue's account of how they took it in turns to learn how to ride the only bicycle in
the colony, gives a tangible example of learning the virtue of co-operation (Bartlett, 2013).
This kind of co-operation would have been learnt in most rural communities with limited
economic means in this period. However, MacIntyre also argued that children must not be
offered 'too constrained and impoverished a view of future possibilities' (1999, p.74). As
discussed above, the 'interesting people' and tolerance of a diverse range of views at the
colony guaranteed that children were certainly aware of a range of 'alternative future
possibilities' (MacIntyre, 1999, p.74). The above analysis suggests that children's
experiences in Whiteway Colony offers, to some extent, a practical example of MacIntyre's
account of community as a 'school of virtues' (Blackledge and Knight, 2011, p.1).
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'If the community itself were an education...of course we should not need schools'
(Barrow, 1978, p.179)
The analytical philosopher, Barrow, in his attack on the educational ideas of Goodman and
other radicals, assumed that communities are 'predominantly anti-educational' (1978, p.179).
If Whiteway colony in the 1930s, as analysed above, could be characterised as an educative
community, then according to Barrow's analysis of the de-schooler's arguments, the children
should not have needed to attend school. In practice, they all attended school. In fact Joy's
short-lived experience of not attending school, according to her mother, 'wasn't working'
(Evans, 2012). This lived reality raises questions about the position of schooling within the
radicals' arguments in the 1970s.
Despite Barrow's caricature, the radical position on schooling was not quite as clear-cut as
suggested by the controversial, best-selling title by Illich, Deschooling Society (1971).
Goodman was in favour of 'abolishing the present school establishment' which stood
accused of 'preventing any new thinking about education' (Goodman, 1962, preface).
However, on the whole, he still accepted the need for a small mixed-age street or community
school which would act as a place for children to meet, learn basic skills and spend time with
a range of different aged children and adults who were not part of their immediate family
(Goodman, 1962, p.32-33).
The colony school, as described in Chapter 3, could be situated within this kind of account of
schooling, in its challenge to the usual boundaries between school, family and community.
For example, Figure 3 of the school evokes a family outing rather than a school trip. The
early prospectus does not mention curriculum and pedagogy but instead advertises the
educative value of the 'environment' and 'human surrounding' in that the colonists 'meet
often for lectures, study, music and the enjoyment of social life generally' (Gassy, 1955,
p.102). Its stated aims were social rather than scholastic: 'to encourage initiative and cooperation' (Gassy, 1955, p.102). There was a high level of continuity and overlap between
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the children's pre-school and school lives, in terms of the children they played with, the
adults involved, the physical spaces, and values since, as Hardy has suggested, the
'progressive educational philosophy' reflected the 'free-thinking character of the residents'
(2000, p.178). In this period, the colonists attended the school up to the age of seven.
Those interviewed about the school spoke affectionately about their experiences, even a
colonist who did not enjoy other schooling experiences (anon, 2013), which would seem to
support Shaw's verdict that 'the children love their school as well as their teacher' (1935,
p.154). This positive experience offers a challenge, certainly in terms of young children, to
contemporary sociologist’s conclusion that ‘children prefer to keep their home and school
lives largely separate’ (Alldred, 2002, p.134).
Avrich defines the Whiteway school as a 'Ferrer school' in the tradition of anarchist schools
inspired by the martyrdom of Ferrer in Spain in 1909 (2006, p.274). There is evidence of
the teaching of Esperanto, a feature of the rationalist internationalist curriculum of anarchist
schools; for example, the children put on a performance of Cinderella in Esperanto in
Cheltenham Town Hall on the occasion of the 18th British Esperanto Congress in 1927
(Gassy, 1955, p.106). However, in many ways, it appears that the school also had much in
common with child-centred, progressive schools in terms of its approach. One of the
colonists involved had been trained in Montessori methods3 and according to Shaw, the
school was run along 'free' lines (1935, p.154). This loose association with the progressive
movement was also a feature of the Peckham Health Centre small school, which Elven
labelled 'progressive' (2010). These examples draw attention to some of the overlaps
between anarchist and progressive schools in this period, characterised by a rejection of the
traditional methods of education such as training, rewards, punishment and competition and
instead an emphasis on freedom, personal relationships and active learning.

3

Michael Murray, inscription in Yvonne Browne's (current colonist) book about the colony: 'My mother Ruth
Wood in the text introduced Montessori method in the school she started, she having been one of the first
students of Dr Montessori in St Christopher's Letchworth. I was born here in 1923.'
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The Whiteway colony school, however, should be considered distinct from either progressive
or anarchist schools in the period because it emerged from a pre-existing anarchist
community.

On this basis, I would disagree with Avrich's account of Whiteway as a 'British

counterpart of Stelton' (2006, p.264). For Stelton, the school was the main narrative with the
school's inauguration as the foundation myth, its existence 'the thing that tied them together'
and the children as the focus of 'hope' (Avrich, 2006, p.241). For Whiteway, the foundation
myth was the burning of deeds and the establishing of a free and equal community of adults
and children. When the school closed in 1936, the community continued.
This relationship between the colony and the school, distinguishes it from progressive
experiments such as Dartington which was founded with the aim to 'bridge the gulf that
exists between education and life' (Bonham-Carter, 1958, p.47) but after only two years,
separated the school from the farming community, on the basis that the work was
inappropriate for the children and specialist teachers were needed. This reflects a wider
tendency in modernity and progressivism to separate schools from their communities so that
the school is 'a little world in itself' (Hardy, 2000, p.149).
Expectations of the colony school were more modest. In practical terms, the colony school,
in some phases of its life only held classes in the mornings. The testimonials also suggest
that neither the colony school nor other local schools which the colonists attended when they
were older loom as large in their memories as their experiences and relationships in the
village and surrounding area. The limited significance of school in the story of growing up is
also reflected in Lee's memoir which dedicates only one chapter to his village school. His
claim that he 'relished' the school seems based on the 'steaming life' of his fellow pupils
rather than the 'dead hours of the mornings' and the 'long afternoons' in the classroom in
which they learnt 'enough to get by with' (1962, p.42). This keeping of school 'in its place'
reflects Goodman's account of 'formal schooling' as a 'reasonable auxiliary' rather than a
child's 'only serious occupation and adult contact' (1962, p.16).
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The modest role of the colony school, and its relationship to the wider educative community
offers some defence against the apparent 'contradiction' (Barrow, 1978, p.178) of Goodman
and other radicals' proposals for alternatives to school. The next section explores what the
children learnt from their educative community, including the school.
'I've never been an anarchist' (Evans, 2012)
None of the colonists, either in interview or in the forms completed at the group interview
called themselves anarchist. This fact could suggest that Whiteway Colony, as educative
community, failed to pass on its founding ethos. However, as Michael suggested to me, no
self-respecting anarchist is comfortable with labels (Grendon, 2013). The predominantly
pejorative use of the word 'anarchist' in the last 50 years makes it even less likely that
ordinary people would accept the description. However, in the written responses to the
question 'Do you/your children consider yourself to be an anarchist as a result of growing up
here?', most colonists mitigated their 'no' with a 'but'. The 'buts' reveal a commitment to
social anarchist values which belies the 'no'. Even those who did not write a 'but', reveal a
'but' in their other written and verbal contributions. The community does seem to have
'nurtured an anarchist attitude' (Grendon, form, 2012).
They demonstrate this attitude in their ways of talking and acting. Joy claimed that she had
learnt, 'the freedom to have your say' (Evans, group interview, 2012). Both she and the
other colonists certainly demonstrated this quality in their robust debate with me and with
each other. Sue felt that she had learnt tolerance of the fact that 'everyone has different
ideas and interests' (Bartlett, 2013). Again, the group conversation demonstrated the
colonists' ability to listen to and imagine a wide range of different views. At the very
beginning of the group conversation, a colonist emphasised that they could not speak 'on
behalf' of others (group interview, 2012) and Joy, in the individual interview, made several
references to the fact that her account was 'just my view' (Evans, 2012).
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The colonists show an ability to critique the modern state and capitalism from a social
anarchist perspective. Sue told me that she felt sorry for children today because they're
'always taken shopping' (Bartlett, 2013) while Joy told me 'it's better to talk than get the guns
out' (Evans, 2012). James, who has grown up in Whiteway in the 2000s, claimed that 'it's
really opened my horizons that there are different ways to see the world' (Fould, group
interview, 2012). Joy also suggested that she learnt from Whiteway that 'you're not just you'
and that 'there's good in all men' and that she has concluded that 'for society to live together,
you've got to have co-operation' (Evans, 2012). Sue shared this position in her critique of
modern society: 'I don't see why people can't live together alongside each other' (Bartlett,
2013). In this ability to critique the status quo, the colonists demonstrate some aspects of
the kind of 'autonomous and rational thinking' which Barrow and other philosophers of
education in the liberal tradition argue that progressive and radical educational ideas fail to
give an 'adequate conception of' (1978, p.45).

The colonists also demonstrate MacIntyre's virtue of practical and moral reasoning. For
example, Joy and Sue demonstrated their ability to balance individual freedoms and group
needs in their attitude to rules. Joy felt that she had learnt at school and at Whiteway that
'there was a reason' for rules (Evans, 2012). She suggested that this stood her in 'good
stead' at nursing college where she was able to accept the strict rules which women from
other backgrounds railed against (Evans, 2012). Sue, who went on to become a teacher,
also suggested that she had been a 'strict' teacher and that children preferred this strictness.
They also demonstrated a sense of themselves as moral agents. For example, Sue
suggested that she could not go to a place like India and 'see poverty and do nothing'
(Bartlett, 2013). Joy continues to go to colony meetings. They both demonstrated an ongoing concern with MacIntyre's central Aristotelian questions of 'what is good for me?' and
'what is good for my community?'
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As well as a respectful attitude towards other people, the colonists have learnt a respect for
their environment: Joy placed great political significance on self-sufficiency in her account of
the meaning of life as 'being basically simple and producing your own food' (Evans, 2012)
and another colonist reflected that her childhood at Whiteway had given her a 'respect for
the countryside' (anon, form). At a practical level, they also showed an on-going
commitment to self-reliance - growing their own vegetables, surrounding themselves with
objects and art created by themselves or their friends and families.
If an anarchist education is about creating people who subscribe to a clearly defined
anarchist political agenda, then Whiteway colony was not a successful 'school' of anarchism.
But if an anarchist education is about creating people who contribute to and flourish within
the anarchist alternatives that, according to Colin Ward, 'always exist' in the world (1973,
p.11) then these free-spirited, co-operative and self-reliant people are a tribute to the
success of Whiteway colony as a 'school' of anarchism, an educative community, or as
Shaw put it a 'gateway to life' (1935, p.5).
Conclusion
These kinds of outcomes are similar to those described by Avrich for people who have
attended anarchist schools in the USA: 'the great majority appear to have carried away a
strong co-operative and libertarian ethic, a spirit of mutual aid and individual sovereignty
which has remained with them throughout their adult years' (2006, p.385). They are also
similar to outcomes attributed to participation in the Peckham Health Centre, for example,
Elven claimed that 'it taught me and others how to live' (2009). It becomes speculative to try
to disentangle and weigh the relative influences of school and community, particularly since
in an anarchist context, schools and communities are so closely linked. However this
account has certainly shown that Goodman's and MacIntyre's emphasis on the kinds of
community within which people grow and learn, has considerable purchase in the context of
an experimental, anarchist colony. The conclusion explores whether these ideas and
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experiences have anything to offer wider debates about childhood, community and
education.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This conclusion explores whether and how this account of children's experiences in
Whiteway colony and ideas about educative community has wider implications for debates in
the present about education and community.
'One Long Push' (Bartlett, 2013)
The current conservative government recently introduced a compulsory, national, pass-fail,
phonics test for six-year-olds in schools. When I protested against this test for my
daughter's class in school on the grounds that it is morally objectionable to assess and label
six-year-olds, I was met with the blank stare of the class-room teacher who told me 'we
assess because we have to assess' and 'there's nothing I can do'. This anecdote reflects
critiques by contemporary philosophers of the current education system's preoccupation with
'performativity', 'raising standards' and the 'maintenance and extension of the system itself'
(Blake, Smeyers, Smith and Standish 2000, p.xiii). Sue offered a perspective on the child's
experience of this 'system' when she told me that she 'feels sorry for kids nowadays'
because they are constantly being 'pushed' (Bartlett, 2012). And, despite signs that all is not
well, for example, rising levels of apathy, obesity and mental health problems, children are
offered more of the same: more schooling, more testing,4 more discipline, more 'education'.
It seems that we are in the 'stupor', described by Goodman, of people who have 'ceased to
be able to imagine alternatives' (1956, p.x).
'Whistling in the dark' or 'huff and puff'?
Against these seemingly relentless forces, an account of a small, anarchist community in
Gloucestershire in the 1930s can be accused of 'whistling in the dark to keep the spirits up',

4

http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2013/jul/17/five-year-olds-testsclegg?guni=Article:in%20body%20link. Last accessed, 26 August, 2013.
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as critics have accused MacIntyre's account of 'the construction of local forms of community'
when set against his 'coruscating critique of modernity' (Horton, 1994, p.1). However, if
understood within a tradition of anarchist utopianism, this kind of small, experimental
community, can be understood as having an important role in 'stimulating critical thought'
and in 'conjur[ing] up different alternatives to existing political and social realities' (Marshall,
2009, p.xvi). MacIntyre has also argued for a 'Utopianism of the present', which he
distinguishes from 'Utopianisms of the future' which have been and are 'misleading and
corrupting' (2008, p.5). Utopianisms of the present or anarchist utopianisms do not
prescribe a blueprint for the future but demonstrate that the 'range of present possibilities is
always far greater than the established order is able to allow' and help us 'learn what we
need to learn' about how to achieve individual and common goods (MacIntyre, 2008, p.5-7).
They also declare that 'another world is possible' (Marshall, 2009, p.xv) and, therefore,
sustain 'shared hope' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.7) for the future.

Proponents of radical educational ideas, including Goodman, have also been criticised for
failing to have any real impact on educational theory and practice. Barrow has
acknowledged the validity of Goodman's critique of education which tells us 'sharply and
wisely that something needs doing' (1978, p.180) but then goes on to dismiss his alternative
of 'making the whole society and environment educative' as nothing but 'huff and puff' (1978,
p.98 and 148) and argue that Goodman's position is fundamentally conservative in that it
'cannot but leave things as they are' (1978, p.107). These criticisms ignore Goodman's
wider positioning of educational reform within an anarchist model of social change which
advocates experimentation and 'a wider range of alternative choices'(1979, p.174).
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'Alternative choices' (Goodman, 1979, p.174)
Whiteway and the ideas of educative community articulated by Goodman and MacIntyre
offer a powerful 'alternative choice' to contemporary debates in Philosophy of Education
which are dominated by progressive and liberal accounts and are underpinned by an
assumption that 'the state is the framework in which we are operating' (Suissa, 2014, p.3).

Goodman overtly criticises both progressive and liberal schools of thought: he argues that
child-centred education fails because 'unfortunately when the adults devote themselves to
the child's world, there isn't much world for the child to grow up into in the next stage' (1957,
p.117). And liberal education fails because the 'attempt to teach Culture in schools is a
disaster' (Goodman, 1970, p.3). His alternative is a social and environmental account of
learning, based on a robust view of children contributing to and learning from an educative
community. This view of a different kind of education relies on a different kind of society and
a different kind of relationship between the two. Goodman's account makes sense within the
context of an anarchist community such as Whiteway, in which education is part of a wider
process of social change, as Suissa has described, 'one of the many arenas of human
relations in which we constantly experiment with our ends, our goals' (2009, p.254). To be
part of such a process is an education in itself.

This approach offers, as philosopher of education, Standish, has argued for a 'reorientation
of the very question of aims' (Standish, 2003, p.228). Philosophers of education have found
themselves arguing for an 'education without aims' in a defence against the fixed ends and
utilitarian demands of state and market (Suissa, 2014, p.2). However, an anarchist
educative community implies an account of aims which avoids the polarity of educational
aims hijacked by a fixed political view of the future or disconnected from the political search
for a better world. Instead it offers an account of aims in a relationship with the on-going
process of trying to create a freer, more co-operative and more self-reliant future.
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This dissertation has also offered an 'alternative choice' in terms of the provision of
education. Philosophy of education has tended to equate education and schooling and then
assume that this schooling can only be provided by the state or the market. The position of
schooling in the children's lives in Whiteway is a powerful reminder that school is not the
only or main source of education, and that communities can be a viable alternative to state
or market in the organisation of formal education for the young.
It is, therefore, Goodman's anarchist perspective and his related emphasis on the
relationship of education and society which distinguishes his contribution to debates in
Philosophy of Education which assume the capitalist state as the 'framework' (Suissa, 2014,
p.3). The rich and hopeful account of education which emerges from this alternative
'framework' offers a substantial challenge to Barrow's suggestion that 'there is nothing very
exceptional or remarkable in Goodman' (1978, p.99).
If Goodman's alternative educational ideas rely on an anarchist society, it could be argued
that these ideas are irrelevant in the context of the society we actually have. However, if
Ward is right that anarchism 'always exists...side by side with and in spite of the dominant
authoritarian trends of our society' (1973, p.18), then Goodman's alternative paradigm of
incidental learning from communities also 'always exists'.

'Shared hope' (MacIntyre, 2008, p.7 )
MacIntyre has argued, against accusations that his work is 'preaching despair' (Blackledge
and Knight, 2011, p.5), that we can learn from examples of communities 'at their best and
their worst, and most of all ...that have been or are open to alternative possibilities'
(MacIntyre, 1999, p.143). Therefore, Whiteway colony is educative not only to its own
colonists but to the wider society of which it is a part, offering, as Halpin has argued for in
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education, 'an antidote to depressive inaction' (2003, p.127) and a counter-argument to the
mentality encapsulated in my daughter's teacher's statement: 'there's nothing I can do'.

In positioning MacIntyre's work alongside Goodman and Whiteway Colony, this dissertation
supports Blackledge and Knight's position that MacIntyre's is an 'anti-statist politics rooted in
the forms of practice that are found in some local communities' and their 'corrective process'
to position his work as 'revolutionary' rather than 'conservative' (2011, p.1). It also suggests
that MacIntyre's contribution to educational debate is much more significant than his
relatively brief accounts of schooling. MacIntyre, himself, points out that education suffers
from problems which 'no type of educational reform can be expected to remedy' (1987,
p.34).

Even within radical educational research and writing, the tendency has been to assume that
'real utopias' are to be found in the examples of experimental schools (Fielding and Moss,
2011, p.2). This emphasis on schools is linked to the twentieth-century tendency to 'island'
children and a future-utopian hope that children will save us from ourselves. As Suissa has
argued, we must not 'forget that it is not just our education system, but our society that
needs changing' (2014, p.13) or as Goodman argued we do not need changes in schools
but 'in our society and its culture' (1957, p.11).
Therefore, Philosophy of Education, should turn more often to philosophical accounts, such
as MacIntyre's, for the kind of 'reform' which communities might need in order to provide a
context in which people can develop and flourish. It could also draw on 'ideas and
experiments' (Suissa, 2014, p.11) from past and present about not only alternative forms of
schooling but also different kinds of childhood, in different kinds of communities. Historical
and sociological research, therefore, should also move away from its pre-occupation with
schools, pedagogy and curriculum and towards a critical engagement with children’s lives
and their communities. This change of focus implies a methodology with a
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phenomenonlogical and anarchist spirit, prepared to challenge conventional boundaries
between disciplines and engage with ordinary people's lives and what they say about them.
It is fitting, therefore, that my conclusion about the significance of Whiteway, Goodman and
MacIntyre to educational debate, is reflected in the political question which Joy posed at the
end of the interview - to me or to herself or to the world - that 'the way communities are
organised - is really what we're fighting about - isn't it?' (Evans, 2012).
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Annette Foulds (2012) group interview conducted by Emily Charkin, May 26th, grew up on
the colony in the 1960s.
Gassy Marin (1955) The story of the Whiteway Colony by Whitewayans unpublished book
held by colonist Michael Grendon.
Heather White (2005) Memories from the villages, came to the colony in the 1950s.
James Fould (2012) group interview conducted by Emily Charkin, May 26th, grew up on the
colony in the 2000s.
Joy Evans (2012) interview conducted by Emily Charkin, January 13th, grew up on the
colony in the 1930s.
Joy Evans (2012) group interview conducted by Emily Charkin, May 26th, grew up on the
colony in the 1930s.
Katrina Thacker (2012) group interview conducted by Emily Charkin, May 26th, grew up on
the colony in the 1970s.
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Michael Grendon (2012) group interview conducted by Emily Charkin, May 26th, visited the
colony since the 1940s and has lived there on and off since 1950.
Michael Grendon (2013) one-to-one conversation on May 15th.
Sue Bartlett (2013) interview conducted by Emily Charkin, June 3rd.

Peckham Health Centre testimony
Batten, Dorothy (2010) interview conducted by Emily Charkin on April 22nd, transcript
available in Charkin, E. (2010) 'He swings where there is space': education, freedom and
community at the Peckham Health Centre 1945-1950, submitted as a dissertation for MA
History of Education at the Institute of Education, Appendix 3, 69-72.
Elven, Pam (2009) written testimony, 'It Seems Only Yesterday', September 3rd, Southwark
Local History Archives, 71.
Elven, Pam (2010) interview conducted by Emily Charkin by telephone on March 24th.
Trotter, Henrietta (2010) interview conducted by Emily Charkin on May 13th.

Other Testimony
Mr and Mrs Humphries (2013) interview conducted by Emily Charkin and Wimborne St Giles
pupils on 7th February.
Lee, L. (1962) Cider With Rosie, London: Penguin.
Whitehouse, D. (2010) I 'spect I grow'd, self-published, printed by Author House.
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Appendix 1 - Semi-Structured Interview Questions
Introduce myself and my research (see background information). Talk interviewee through
the consent form and ask for signature - leave copy.


Can you tell me about when and where you were born and something about the
family you were born into?



Can you tell me about your earliest memories of life on the colony up to the age of
seven?



As an older child (7-13), what was a typical day like? What kinds of things did you
do? In what ways did you participate in the life of the colony?



As a teenager, what was a typical day like? What kinds of things did you do? In what
ways did you participate in the life of the colony?



Can you tell me about memories of people you learnt from - other children, members
of your family, other adults in or beyond the community?



Can you tell me about memories of experiences which you learnt from?



Can you tell me about memories of places which you learnt from - for example places
where you went to play, study, make things, socialise?



Can you remember how you learnt skills such as reading, writing, riding a bike,
swimming?



Did you attend school? And if so, what are your memories of school? How did
school compare with other experiences in the Colony?



What were the best aspects of growing up on the colony? What were the worst
aspects?



Did you and other children flourish in the colony, in your opinion? And why?



Were relationships between adults and children, adults and adults, children and
children good?



In what ways do you think your experiences were different from children growing up
in more main-stream communities in the same period?



How do you think your experiences as a child have influenced your values, decisions
and actions in your adult life?



What are your memories of discussion about or references to the Spanish Civil War?
Were there any Spanish refugees at the Colony?



Ask if she's willing to share any photos or other artefacts from the period



Arrange time for follow-up conversation if she's willing
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Appendix 2

“WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE, GROWING UP
SOMEWHERE LIKE WHITEWAY?”
Name:

House name:

I grew up in Whiteway (or I am growing up in Whiteway now)
How many years of your childhood did you spend at Whiteway (or have you lived
here, if you are under 20)?
Between what dates?
Do you think it has made a difference to you as a person, being raised at Whiteway?

If yes: in what ways?

What are your BEST memories of childhood at Whiteway?

Were there any bad things about it?

What do you think children learn by growing up here?

Do you consider yourself to be an ‘anarchist’ as a result of growing up here?
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Appendix 3
Extract from transcription of oral history interview with Joy Evans by Emily Charkin at
Whiteway Colony on Friday 13th January 2012.
Joy: 'I came along. My friend, one of the residents up here who had a bungalow which
ought to have been a sectional building... and was more or less up together she was
established there. She said 'You must come and have the baby in my house'. Because, at
that time, Mum and Dad only had this small sectional building and mother used as a kitchen,
she had a like a bender, on a wooden frame with a tarpaulin over it and that was her kitchen.
I've got a photo of it somewhere.
Emily: So you were born in a neighbour's bungalow?
Joy: And after, I heard about this later. Many years later. I was at a New Year's Eve party
and one of the chaps who I suppose was about 12 at the time I was born. And he was
telling me, he could never understand, after I was born, my parents, my mother, she was
getting on a bit by now, took me around the colony introducing me to everybody as a babe. I
always think that's rather a nice picture.
Emily: It is. Who would have helped with the birth?
Joy: The local mid-wife from Miserden. I always think of her. She was rather like a cottage
loaf. I remember her, as I got a bit older, whether it was my memory. Yes. Anyway - that
was that. And then Mum and Dad were working in the co-operative. About the time I was
born, I'm not very good on those dates.
Emily: it doesn't matter.
Joy: the community had the opportunity. Someone, some friend of the community...
Everyone had small houses. So they had nowhere that was really convenient to meet. And
this friend of the community, I don't know if he actually bought it, he put up most of the
money to buy an ex-this was also a sectional building - but it was an ex army hospital
building which had been used by the army - it was associated with the TB sanitorium and
Cranham. And they had...phone interruption...They brought it over. They went over as a
community and took it down - a matter of unbolting the pieces - I was hoping in a way that
your husband would come so he could see it.
Emily: he'd love to. he'd be so interested.
Joy: they took it down and then they brought it here - with a horse and cart - brought it all
over from Cranham - from the Sanitorium and then they put it up. I've got a picture of them,
a photograph when it was basically up, they were still working on it doing things and at that
time I was toddling. So you know.
Emily: Is there a picture of you toddling around while they were putting it up.
Joy: Yes. Although it is built at that time.
Emily: Is it still standing? Could we go and have a look?
Yes. Certainly. Trouble is it was changed quite a bit from..I mean it's had things added on to
it. But that's where at that time - they'd had a Whiteway school which they had, they mainly
did their lessons in... Have you read the book?
Emily: I've read the book by Joy Thacker but also that very early one by Nellie Shaw.
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Joy: You probably know about that. They had it in different houses. But when they had the
hall, they then built a school room on the end of it. Which you can still see. That's where we
went to school.
Emily: Do you know what age you started going there?
Joy: No I don't as we played together all the time.
Emily: So it wasn't a dramatic change?
Joy: No. And anyway, what I don't know the date was, mother took over the teaching for a
time. I remember going down. I probably wasn't. She was doing the teacher ...I don't think I
was attending school at that time. That's what happened. The memories are coming thick
and fast and I don't know what order they happened in.
Me: it doesn't matter.
Joy: the thing is the co-operative broke up. They left the weavery where it was on the other
side of the road. Mum and Dad and three others were lent the money by a friend in London
to buy the materials to buy this place....they were doing just leather work and book-binding
here. And Mum and Dad and two or three others they worked together.,
Emily: So this wasn't your home?
Joy: It was the workshop.
Emily: So where were you living?
Joy: Next door. We had a lean-to as a kitchen...oh yes that developed. They had been
conscientious objectors together. This friend had an ex-army hut and he wanted somewhere
to put it and perhaps be able to come and stay odd times because they didn't have
accommodation for him. So for years, we had over there the original hut with a lean-to
kitchen. I think he built a cellar underneath. And then we had this other hut which is a little
way away. So we used to sleep in that. So it meant at night, you'd be nice and warm. And
then you had to go out. Nip across smartly. And I remember there was no heating in there.
If you woke up in the night and put your hand out, your breath would be frozen on the
blanket. I can remember that.
Emily: Did they build the workshop themselves?
Joy: Well yes with other people involved.
Emily: Can you remember that activity?
Joy: I don't remember that. I don't remember this being built. I have seen a photo of them
putting in the foundations. I don't know what's happened to that....
Emily: Before you went to school. Do you have any memories of what you used to do and
who used to look after you?
Joy: I remember at one stage, I still hadn't gone to school, but mother was teaching down
there. And I was playing in the garden with a friend. And I was making mud-pies. And he
was throwing stones. I was down in a little quarry where they dug the stone out for making
this track down to the hall. I was down in the quarry making these mudpies and he was
throwing stones. And one of them just hit the edge of the quarry and bounced back and
made a hole in my head. Of course, you know what head wounds bleed like mad. I went
bawling down to the school which is just down the bottom. Mum was frightened silly of
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course. So she brought me back up because she wasn't so hot on first aid things. Shouting
for Dad to come. So he was here. Anyway, he came out and took me into the living room.
And managed to stop it. But then I can remember Dad taking the bits of the stone out my
head ...with a match stick he had pared down. I remember that. One of the older boys whose mum had been teaching - looking in the window. Funny the odd bits of memory.
Emily: I can see. Is that what your dent is in your forehead? do you think you played a lot
on your own without supervision?
Joy: Parents were always here. I was usually in the garden. It was very free up here. I mean
there were practically no fences. Except for keeping chickens in. No fences. And all the
adults were aunts and uncles. Auntie Bee, Auntie this that and Auntie Nellie...and we all
used to play together.
Emily: You and the other children? Can you remember what kinds of games you played
when you were little?
Joy: I don't really.
Emily: You remember the mud-pies?
Joy: Oh yes I remember making mud pies. I mean in the summer, we always used to splash
..we always used to splash about in water and things.
Emily: Where's the water?
Joy: There's a stream. The thing about Whiteway colony. We go on both sides of the main
road.
Emily: Yes. I saw there were some buildings.
Joy: pause while she found 2 maps of the whole site. Discussion of where the various
buildings etc are.
The stream and pond go along the bottom. That's the stream. The pond was up this end.
The pond was a sheep-dip. The pond wasn't...you know?
Emily: did you swim there?
Joy: we used to bathe in the sheep-dip but we weren't supposed to. That wasn't part of the
colony. But they started making a pool dammed the stream and making a pool...it's one of
the...sigh a lot of work was put in but it was never finished. And our drinking water used to
come - there was a ram - there was a spring in the hill and that used to feed a ram pump
which used to pump the water up to the big house - Eagle House. And we had the water
from the overflow. And we used to take our buckets down and put it under that.
Emily: Can you remember doing that?
Joy: Oh yes - I remember carrying water. And from this place we had to go...that was
drinking water or spring water. We actually mostly used rain water which we always boiled.
Everyone had water butts. Later on, the more wealthy people or the people who had
wealthier relations, as it were, managed to get themselves an underground, build a tank so
they could get the rainwater down and then they'd pump it up to where they needed it in the
house.
Emily: Would it have been one of your jobs to go and get water?
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Joy: Well mostly my father used to get it. Because he could carry two buckets. He had a
wooden frame. A square frame kept the buckets away from my legs. I used to go and get a
milk can and that sort of thing. I used to do it too. As I grew up. But...
Emily: Where did your friends live? The other children?
Joy: This is a more recent photograph. She shows me again various site....
Emily: Did the whole place feel like it was yours?
Joy: No. I mean you were very much aware of the fact that that was someone else's plot.
But there were no restrictions about your going there. But you were brought up respecting
the fact that it was auntie or uncle so and so's place.
Emily: What kind of age do you think you did start attending the school regularly?
Joy: Probably the age was you are supposed to.
Emily: five?
Joy: Yes I suppose five. It may have been before that. I went there anyway until I was seven.
And then at that time the numbers were dropping down. Because the children were, you
know, it was only a preparatory school. The numbers were dropping down. And at that
time, they were employing a teacher. The parents paid so much a week and that paid her.
Emily: Can you remember her?
Joy: I remember her. I've got a photo of her. Some of the school photos I've got, show her.
Emily: what was she like?
Joy: She was young and pretty. Her name was Ivy. I don't know what her surname was.
She wasn't 'Miss'. She was Ivy.
Emily: Can you remember the kind of things you did at school?
Joy: We did the usual - reading and writing. I was a slow reader I know. And we used to do
- we used to dramatise things. One of the things I remember doing was one of the
Christopher Robin stories - Winnie-the-Pooh - the one where Pooh went into rabbit's place
and started pinching her honey and then he got stuck in the hole coming out- I was Pooh.
and all the others had to pretend to pull me out. I remember doing that.
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